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Shigemi Inaga 

Crime， Uterature and Religious Mysticism: The Case of批

]apanese Translator of Salman Rushdie's 5 atanIc Verses 

Further Reflections on Literature and Religion 1 

The ]apanese translator of Salman Rushdie's Sata紛れη叫 IGARASHIHitoshi2 

(1947-1991)， was stabbed to death in 1991 on Tsukuba University Campus. His 

killing was obviously a religious assassination. The case deserves further investiga-

tion as he was a leading figure in the studies of Islamic thought in ]apan. The 

present paper proposes some new insights into the reasons and intentions behind his 

translation of the controversial novel. 1 w出 argue出atthe ]apanese translator wanted 

to reconcile the controversy between the Western Modern secular view of literature 

and the Islamic religious view of Scripture as directly dictated by God Almighty. So 

as to bridge the two opposite and incommensurable views， the ]apanese transla-

tor elaborated his own ideas according to his understanding of the ‘structure of 

prophecy.' By analyzing the丘agmentsof his previous as well as his unaccomplished 

writings， the present paper tries to reconstruct his concept of literature and religion 

-a concept he could never fully articulate because of his untimely death. 

1. Historiography as a‘criminal act' 

h出e伊 seof a theoretical framework， let me begin by a brief introductory remark 

on the choice of the subject. 1 deliberately chose to write about two individuals 

represented by their names as Salman RUSHDIE or Igarashi Hitoshi. But why am 1 

entitled to do so? We talk about these two individuals as if it were our privilege to 

manip叫atetheir names. Yet we should ask at first: By what kind of legitimacy are we 

t An earlier version of the text was read in the International Colloquium Literature and Religion， 

as “Freedom in Suffering & Freedom of Suffering -The Case of )apanese Translator of Salman 
Rushdie's Satanic Verses， Hitoshi Igarashi (1947ー1991)in Memoriam." The First International 
Conference for Literature and Religion in Korea， was organized by The Korean Society for 
Literature and Religion， and held at出eChung Nam University， Korean， on )une 29寸叫Y2，2005. 

2In血ispaper， translation from the )apanese texts is mine， unless otherwise mentioned. 
As for the order of )apanese names， the present paper respects the current convention. For 
historical figures， family name preceeds given name; for the publications in Western languages， 

gtven name preceeds family name. Authors in the reference are ordered in the alphabetical order 
of the family names. In the body of the text， family names are indicated by capitals followed by 
small capitals when出eyappear for血efirst出ne.Experience shows出at血isis the only way to 
avoid frustrating confusions. 
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engagement in history出atwe can detect the fissure in history. Having said出1S，let 

J]le now‘criminally' choose such proper nouns as Salman Rushdie or Hitoshi 19arashi 

(1 give here his name'in the order as he used to be cited in出eWest)， so as to take my 

historical responsib出ty.As we shall see，出e‘criminality'of selection， as we have 

defined here， will turn out to be a key of the Rushdie aff:氾r.

To declare proudly that“1 know Salman Rushdie" is no more signi白cantthan to 

confess that“1 don't know who Salman Rushdie is." You may have learnt many 

names by heart to prepare for en住anceexaminations， and it does not matter if you 

ゐrgetthem after having entered university， which is also住uefor the name of Rush-

die. Yet we have to be aware that there are places on earth where professing to know 

bim and his 5 atanic Verses has serious ramifications. Declaring出atyou know The 

Salanic Verses， i. e. confessing that you have read it through， may constitute a criminal 

act in certain societies. To know or not to know this fact may not necessarily be 

ins.場岨cantfor your own life and death. Although the ban of the novel was official-

1y lifted in lran， it would be of some interest to know出atin出e1990s， you might 

have been publicly criticized and accused of sacrilege in many Islam1c countries just 

ゐrconfessing to have read the novel.“Have you read it? Gosh， you shouldn't have 

Z伺 diピ，was a reaction 1 got when 1 was in Tunisia in 1994. Apparently， the person 
who reproached me had not read the novel. And how was it possible for him to pass 

such a categorical judgment of denial on a literary work he did not know， because he 

had refused to read it? Here， the choice of trying to know a sto旬。fnot history) 

and its story-teller was judged to be criminal. What was wrong，出en，wi出 Salman

Rushdie's fictional story? 
A brief overview of the history (of the story) is needed here. The Satanic ve灯'eS

(1988) by Salman Rushdie， a British national born in Mumbai (194乃， was met by 

protests and auto-da-fe in Boltonのec.2， 1988) and Bradford Oan. 14， 1989) and 
o血ercities in England by lslamic immigrants. lmmediately after its publication， it was 

also banned in lndia for political concern over religious susceptib出ties.Shortly before 

也.eforthcoming publication of the novel in the United States， due on Feb. 15， a mas-

位verio也19mob tried to assault the U.S. embassy in lslamabad on Feb. 11， which 

eventualiy resulted in出epronouncement of afatwa by Ayattul幼 KHOMEINI(1901-

89) on Feb. 14. Though widely described in the West as“sentence to dea出，"出efatwa

was in reality a legal r叫ingissued in response to a question. Yet it recommended “all 
zealous Muslims to execute q山ckly"those committed to出epublication of the novel， 

which Ayattulah found “ins叫ting出ef:必由"After Khomeini's edict， a six m出10n

dollars reward for Rushdie's head was offered， because he was judged a“shameless 
民negade(mortard)." ln London， the novelist and his wife Marianne WIGGINS were 

tnunediately taken into protective custody (Appignanesi & Maitland 1989: 3). 

Khomeini's intervention shortly before the novel's publica位onin the U.S. resulted 
10 an immediate escalation of the crisis. Twelve EU foreign ministers published a 
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authorized or entitled to pick up出esenames? ln the ]apanese high-school history 

textbooks and study manuals， students are asked to learn no less than 6，000 individ-

ual names by heart (forサapanesehistory" and “world histo!)ペrespectively).Teach-

ers take these individual names for granted and ask the students to memorize them 

as if it were a matter of course， without questioning why and how these names have 

been previously selected. These distinguished individuals listed in educational mate-

rials were selected over and above others who have been excluded and eliminated 

仕om出epossib出tyof being remembered in a nation's collective (and comp叫sory)

memory. Furthermore， it is also住民 thatour common knowledge of literature or 

religion often depends on the sacrifice of the silenced voices of those who were 

erased from the list of our common memory. 

Any written history inevitably conceals unwritten histories and forecloses the latter 

as if it never existed. lndeed the fact of exclusion and repression of the voiceless is 

erased from the public sphere， contributing to efface any trace of elimination itself. 

Here lies a double operation. Firstly， history consists of producing， for better or worse， 

the fissure between what is described and what is not， or more precisely between what 

is authorized to survive and what is condemned to oblivion. Secondly， histoηveils the 

fissure (crack or fa叫tline， to use Franco MORE廿也 termのitselfas if such an inten-

tional elimination had not been conducted. While arbitrarily choosing de facto some 

pri吋legedindividuals as memorable and worth being memorized， history pretends de 

ju.作曲at血eelimination of the excluded was not arbi住arybut justifiable. History (or an 

authorized version of a collective memory imposed upon a nation through its educa-

tional system) is woven by concealing these cracks of partialities and fault lines of 

inequalities. ln other words， history is by nature an act of violence inasmuch as it p詑-

tends to be infallible and neu住aldespite its deliberate exclusion of what it claims to be 

worthless. lf the arbitrary choosing is regarded as an act of violence， constituting a 

‘crime，' any historical description is by definition a ‘criminal act.' 
You are allowed to say any血ing，but you are not capable of saying every出1ng.

This logical limit shows our doomed incompleteness. The extent of our knowledge 

only gives evidence to our ignorance which spreads beyond the limit of our know-

ledge. As mortal creatures without omnipresence or omnipotence， we have to accept 

our limits. Limited in temporal existence， we are jailed in history and our original sin 
consists in our inevitable engagement to history. Still this町lprisonmentin history is 

not our misfortune but rather the honor and privilege of being human and our 

digr註tyas historical beings stems from the responsib出tywe assume in choosing -

arbitrarilyー ourown limited and incomplete history. 

To choose a name in出1Scondition is no less ‘criminal'出annot to choose it， 

insofar as it commits a violent act by arbitrarily privile伊 gsomeone伊tδ Hirobumi，

who is considered to have been a great Prime Minister in ]apan， while being a cr出世lal

from a Korean perspective) to出edetriment of other possible names (An Chung-gun 

(baptized Thomas as his Christian name)， Korean ‘national hero，' who assassinated 

the ]apanese Prime Minister and was a criminal from the ]apanese point of view). 

Still， it is only at出ecost of this ‘criminal' act of selection and through our arbitrary 
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legal system， it found such a‘purge' to be an unacceptable violation of human rights. 

(3) By出esame token，出e'evilness' of Rushdie's novel (if it were‘e札l'at all) would 

not jus的 massiveassassinations by Muslim fundamentalists， who believe in Kho-

roeini's au出ority.(4) It is nonetheless true， however，出atthe freedom and relative 

路島tyRushdie enjoyed in Eng1and caused many‘innocent casualties' in India an Pa-

kistan， even if they were victims of political abuse or manip叫ations.(5) It would also 

be a short-cut argument to declare (as did many American news media)出atRushdie 

was totally innocent because it was Emam6 Khomeini， ruler of the ‘evil empire，' who 

had‘sentenced him to death.' (6) In turn， Khomeini's au出ori可whichwas grounded 

in the Iranian Islamic Revolution， did not permit him to remain silent any longer in 

出.eface of the riots provoked， or manip叫ated，or in protest to， or under the pretext 

of， Rushdie's novel. (7) Furthermore， some Islamists saw出atthe Western freedom of 

apression was nothing but the result of the corruption and the degradation of its 

詑α.uarsocie可towhich nothing is sacred any more. (8) This in turn was countered by 

Western secular observers to conclude that the ideal of the holy Islam was no more 

也ana religious fanaticism and a political dictatorship totally lacking in tolerance. Such 

are， in brief， the contradictions which the Rushdie affair revealed. 

The real achievement of the Rushdie affair， if not that of Rushdie's novel， re-

sides in its revelation of such contradictions. They are interconnected with each 

other and inscribed in Rushdie's own destiny in the so-called post-modern borderless 

world. There is indeed a deep-rooted vicious circle between restricting freedom to 

prevent religious sacrilege and permit出19sacrilege for the sake of freedom. Entan-

gled in this dilemma， The Satanic Veηes ceased to be a literary work and was reduced 

め anicon of propaganda for ‘freedom of expression，' as Tehran suspected wi出

some relevance. The novel was no more than “empty symbols: symbols that at the 

same time are出eprisoners of a Western liberal conscience and hostages to an Is-

lamic fundamentalist orthodoxy，" as Homi BHAB比九 declared (New Statesman， March 
1989).7“Freedom of expression has become a fetish，" and Rushdie is brought “into 

the position of enforced ma町rdom，"observed John EZARD (Guardian， March 7， 

1989). Rushdie was‘punished' precisely for his (un-fortunate) merit of revealing the 

tncompatible confrontation of values which had remained concealed for so long. As 

組 incarnationof border-crossing m叫tipleidentities， he was exposed C“irradiated" as 
he wrote in “Out of the Whale")8 to the danger he revealed himself， a danger which 

had taken root in his own uprooted and deracinatedj alienated existence. 

49 Crime， Literature and Religious均sticism

6 From the lslamic出eologicalpoint of view， Igarashi insists on出enecessity of distingushing 
Emam from lmam. See his ‘EXplanation' to his ]apanese translation of The Safanic V令rses，vol. 1 
(Igarashi 1989-90 vol. 1: 293-295)・Theuse of ‘Emam' here implies the accusing person's 
unwillingness of accepting the au出oritythat Khomeini was exercising as‘lmam' in the Islamic 

7Republic of Iran.Further see Igarashi1990:48-53. 
For more details， see Inaga 1989: 172-197. 

8 Rushdie， Salman: ImagjnaヮHomelands，1ρndon: Penguin， 1991， 100 (1984)・The]apanese 
translation of Salman Rushdie's 'Out of the Whale' was published in Heureka， Nov. 1989. 

communique unanin10usly and uneq山vocallycondemning出efatwaas an“incitement 
of murder"出atviolated “the most elementary principles出atgoverns rela白ons

among sovereign states" (Inのendent， Feb. 23， 1989).3 Western institutions， bo出 public

and private， appealed for the protection of human rights and freedom of expression. 

The American PEN Club， in partic叫ar，accused Iran of “international terrorism" (US 
News & World Rφort， March 6， 1989)4 and most Western states， except for Canada， 

supported the publication of Rushdie's novel. These Western reactions were per-

ceived from Tehran as“signs of newly conspired Western total arrogance and sacri-
lege toward the Is1am Republic of Iran" (Aya出叫1ahMONTAZERl， Feb. 25， 1989).5 

Wもile出eJapanese press observed出isfrontal collision of incompatible values 

without explicitly taking position in the debate， the publication of the f1rst volume of 

出eJapanese translation of The Satanic Verses came to出eagenda on Jan. 16， 1990. 

This provoked protest by the Islamic Association of Pakistanis in Japan on Jan. 11， 

and Jeanni PALMA， Italian promoter of the publication， was publicly threatened and 
attacked at血eFo民 ignPress Club conference at Y urakuchδ， in downtown Tokyo on 

Jan. 13. Faced wi白血issituation， both the Japan Book Publishers Association and the 

J apanese PEN Club refrained from actively suppor包ng出epublication， despite the 

request made by their Western headquarters. The Japanese PENもreluctanceto follow 

the Western headquarters' request suggests its unusual hesitation. At the death of 

Ayatullah Khomeini on June 3， 1989， Ali Hashemi RAFSAN]ANI，出enPresident of 

the Iranian Parliament， declared that the withdrawal of出efatwa was unconceivable. 

Still the emotional excitement seemed to have gradually been appeased and the con-

troversy was thought to have lost its tension， when the assassination of Hitoshi Igara-

shi，Japanese translator of The Satanic Verses， occurred on July 11， 1991. 

Rushdie was condemned of religious sacrilege by many Muslim authorities and be-

lievers while he was regarded by many Western opinionates as a symbol of freedom 

of expression and his novel was identified with the final fortress of Western secular 

democracy (as opposed to theocracy). The American PEN Club was especially out-

spoken as it insisted upon the publicaロonof the novel at any cost， as if by not doing 
so， democracy would otherwise be lost once and for all. The Western insistence on 

freedom of expression was， in turn， interpreted by Tehran as malicious provocation 

and damage done to the Islamic belief. 

Rushdie's double identity triggered出eaggravation. (1) From the Islamic Um初d

viewpoint， Rushdie as an ex-Muslim apostate or renegade could be legitimately 

‘purged' by a fa加句 whichcould be enforced beyond the border of any nation-state. 

(2) In contrast， the supporters of Western international law asserted that under its 
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3 The meeting was held on Feb. 20， 1989. 
4 The meeting was held on Feb. 22， 1989. 
5 ]apanese translation in Asahi Newspaper， Feb. 26， 1989 (retranslation into English is mine). 
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4. The Choice of Hitoshi IgarasJ::ri 

What was then the intention of the ]apanese trans1ator who dared to“put his nose 
into this intricate case"9 (as he said himselの.According to the afterword to his trans-

1ation， he was searching for a third alternative as an Is1amic scho1ar， and 10cating 

himself between the frontal collision of Western and Is1amic worldviews.“Isn't it 
our task as ]apanese to intervene into the affair， when the Western and Is1amic 
worlds find themselves in a deadlock? Isn't the intervention indispensab1e so as to 

clari今thepoints at issue and to“internationalize" the affair? If出e“internationali-

zation" of the Suez Canal was a bad case， the “internationalization" of this kind 
must be a good one." (Igarashi 1989-90: 290) The publication of a reliab1e ]apanese 

trans1ation would serve as a necessary touchstone to establish， as Igarashi believed 

wi出 somemega10maniac assumption， "a mutual respect between Emam Khomeini 

and Mr. Rushdie， which would hopefully bring the deadlock to an end" (Eureka， 

Nov. 1989， p. 148; English trans1ation is mine). 

Contrary to the Western view， as well as in opposition to Is1amic pres山 nption，

Igarashi's intentions weren't based on the Western political dogma of ‘仕eedomof ex-

pression.' On the con住aη;Igarashi manifested his fundamental disagreement with the 

Dec/aration of Human R者htsin 1948 and he shared the same opinion with Islamic出ink-

ers and statesmen who criticized and refused to ratify it. Wも且e出eDec/ara，β:on states 

that “all human beings are born equal，" it must be modified to read that “all human 
beings shou/d be born equal，"10 said Igarashi， given出athuman slavery and inequali町

sti11 subsist on earth. Moreover， he added， it is arrogant， from the Is1amic point of 

view， to declare such right without paying due respect to its source， God Aln世ghty.

As far as 1 know， no other person in defense of Rushdie's novel so openly criti-

cized the Western cause of human rights as Igarashi did. Yet， 10gically speaking， his 

criticism of the Western cause did not automatically stren併lennor justify his de-

fense of the novelist ag出nstIs1amic accusations. Nonetheless， Igarashi tried to re-

fute the Is1amic condemnation of Rushdie. In出isrespect， he appears as the defend-

er of a notion of modern Western literature which had established itself as the 

achievement of liberation from religious dogma and proscriptions. Yet Igarashi's 

defense has its partic叫arity，because it attempts at rehabilitating the novelist from 

wi出inan Is1amic point of view. Paradoxically， the relevance of his philo10gica1 
judgment was based on his 1ack of social competence in Is1amic world， as he re-

mained an outsider to the believers' Um初'acommunity.のespitehis deep under-

standing of Is1am and his fam出aritywith Iranian society， Igarashi remained non-

Muslim. To the consternation of the Muslim peop1e，出ishappens frequently with 

the ]apanese， and some pious Muslims living in ]apan白ldit intorelab1e). 

9 Igarashi、‘eXplanation'to his translation of The Satanic r，令rses，vol. 1 (lgarashi 1989-90 
vol. 1: 290). Translation into English is mine. 

10 Igarashi，‘Explanation，' The Satanic r，令rses，vol. 1 (lgarashi 1989-90: vol. 1: 297-298). English 
Translation is mine. 
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Igarashi did not perceive The Satanic Vノ的esas a malicious fiction or a sarcastic 

parodyof thebrみ (asthe condemnation maintained)， but as the spiritual record 

of a frustrated exile-II In Ms love and hatred-balanced between the homeland hc 

reiected and the unf:叫arOld Empire to which he is now confined -“Rushdie 

-mosed amt of reversal of E.M.FO目的 Pa.時 e均 India."Although Rushdie's 

-mdefmse claims出atit is only a自ction，Igarashi reasons that百 snovel 

tepres削 sone of the dimensions of Is1am and the novel finds its place at theは

ぽ仰elim加釘mi廿itぱoftheψere of English Literatureー ormore precisely， literature written 

泊English"(Igarashi， 1990: 6，20， 56， The trans1ation is mine)・

Here Igarashi did not explicate出e“Is1amicdimension" in question. Yet his books 

Iike Ecriture du mys，加~jme (1989) provide us wi白血ekey. Being a student of Greek 

philosophy， Igarashi certain1y had in mind the exp叫sionof poets from出erepublic by 

mt0・Iikmse，itis a common dcsmy of prophets to be rejected from their home-

Rushdie's novel， beginning wi白血efall of“Gibril" from the幻rp1ane，metaphorically 

subscribes to出efall of the Archangel Gabriel， followed by出estory of a soul in 

f'orced exile incarcerated in a corrupted Western ci旬。ρndo吋・ FetiBENSLAMA， Tuni-

司.anpsychiatrist， detects here a parallel wi白血etrials出eProphet Muhammad had to 

，updergo during his hφ'rae.12 The writer Abdelwa}ゆ MEDDEB，also a 百 nisian，for his 
戸t， finds here a similari可wi出 S油 urawardi'sIn.仰向nmentin the W色村hichheロpe-

rienced in Kむrouan.13These comparisons permit them to 10cate Salman Rushdie at 

也.eex出 meend of the lineage of Is1amic mystics stemming from BASTAMI and 

，liALLAJI， famous Is1amic historical白gureswho were executed as heretics. 

By the same token， Igarashi seems to detect affinities between Salman Rushdie's 

.deracinated existence and a famous elegy by RUMI，出eSong of the Reed.14 The mystical 

poet listens to白ereed singing出esorrows of its deracinated vagabondage. So 10抱
舗 itcould stay on the reed field where it grew， it could not sing. To become a musical 

ins住ument，it must be cut and taken away. But the music it now p1ays is出esong of 

血ep泊nit experienced. The poet shares with the reed出esorrows of p紅白19，出c

suffering of Ms existence.Every human being is nod1mg but a reed (Pascal)，demei-
nated from its “ground (i.e. from God Almighty)グ15Its ‘presence' bears witness to an 

'absence，' like a flute which has 10st its beloved p1ayer.σhe creation of a novel may 

hnply出efact that the novelist is， by de白ution，separated from God)・AlthoughIgara-

shi never mentioned this elegy in discussing Salman Rushdie，出eresonance between 

11 Igarashi，‘EXplanation，' The Satanic Vems， vol. 1 (lgarashi 1989-90: vol. 1: 284ー285)・English

Translation is mine. 
12 Benslama 1994; ]apanese translation by Nishitani Osamu (Benslama 1994b: 53-54)・

13 Abdelwahhab Meddeb，“En attendant une au住ecommunaute，" POllr R1Ishdie， Paris: La 
Decouverte， 1993: 217-221. Also his conversation with the au出orin Hamamet on May， 1992 
組 din Paris on ]une 1993. Cf. Benslama 1994b: 56. 

14 Rumi， Mathnawf州 aCnawz:Teheran edition， established by Badi'ぬ manFuruzanfar in Persan， 
is quoted and translated by Igarashi 1989: 218--226. English translation by R. A. Nicholson， The 
Mathnawi OJ Jalalll'd din R1Imi， E.J双 GibbMemorial Trust， 1926. Cf. Inaga 1995a: 327-328. 

IS Inaga 1995a: 334. 
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the two seems undeniable. We can detect here Igarashi's hidden sympathy to出c

suffering of the novelist， as an exiled expatriate writer. 

5. Intellectual Neg -Entropy and Negative Capability 

In translating The Satanic V的問 Igarashiconfessed that“an intellectual should not 

think about the ultimate consequence of one's work. 1 for my part， translated it as 1 

thought that the work is valuable as a novel."16 At first glance， this seems arbitrary 

and irresponsible， but scholars in German philology may easily notice that the first 

phrase comes from Friedrich Nietzsche. A deeper reading shows that this statement 

should be recognized as a clear manifest of the ]apanese translator's personal convic-

tion. And when framed within our initial question of intellectual responsib出町~ it w出

become clear that Igarashi was ready to assume his responsib出町 throughhis ‘crimi-

nal' act of ‘choosing' Salman Rushdie. 

“U nder violently shaky circumstances， at the center of turmoil， a man exposing 

himself to harsh criticism， or even risking his own life， breaks through the crisis with 

intelligence. To borrow a term from mathematical topology，出isresponsib出tymakes 

of him a‘partic叫arpoint' in terms of a geometrical locus. The Islamic history and 

heritage is a complex composed of loci of these partic叫arpoints." This is a passage 

from Igarashiも“IranianReq山em."17We shall see later what出1S‘partic叫arpoint in 

出egeometricallocus' means. At present， let us simply indicate出atin this text， Igara-

shi is not referring to Salman Rushdie， but he is addressing his personal homage to 

the memo可 ofthe late Ayatullah Khomeini. Being a close eyewitness of the Iranian 

Islamic Revolution， Igarashi thought it to be his moral duty to pay a respectful tribute 

to the deceased religious teacher. Igarashi also reminds us伽 t出e“charge(amana)" 

in Arabic is derived from “belief" (iman). Igarashi did not conceal his sympa出Yto 

the Middle-Eastern “readiness" to one's destiny.18“The final judgment being en-
trusted to God， a calm resignation， which is inseparable from resolution and readi-

ness， shows a way of assuming one's own responsib出ty，where one's own perdition is 

previously calculated and input" (Igarashi 1991: 164， Translation is mine). 

Recognizing in this attitude a mechanism of ‘intellectual neg-entropy' -our 

]apanese scholar appears here as a student in natural scienceー， Igarashi related it 

with a term coined by a famous English Romantic poet， ]ohn Keats. Indeed it was 

出e“negativecapab出ty"or， according to Igarashi's reinterpretation，“a resolution of 

assuming negative matters and taking charge of itぺwhichseems to have prompted 

him to the translation of the apparently anti-Islamic and controversial novel.19 To 

accept the sufferings and to sustain the violent energy which the novel manifests -

16 Igarashi， reported in Asahi Newsp中町]an.21， 1990. Translation is mine. 
17“Iranian Req山em"is included in Igarashi， 1989a: 27ι79. Translation is mine. 
18 Igarashi 1991: 164. Translation is mine. Igarashi would not have accepted the current expression 

of 
19 Igar悶asl品出hi198“6:216ι一217，cf. Igarashi 1989: 11Cド113. Translation is mine. Cf. Inaga 1992: 332-334. 
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those were出eintellectual tasks Igarashi voluntarily assumed as an Islamic scholar， at 

the risk of becoming the victim of it. In this sense Igarashi was fully aware of his 

‘crime' of arbitrarily choosing the name of Salman Rushdie and his Satanic ~ノ約百 in

ωken of his deliberate involvement in the affair. 

6. Literature and Crime 

“One of the side effects of the mass media，" Umberto Eco observed in relation to 
the Rushdie affair，“is that they bring fiction to people who've never read a novel 

before， and who don't share in the fictional agreement，出esuspension of disbelief." 

"There were probably，" he added，“no more than 50.000 people in any coun住ywho

belonged to出ecategory of novel-readers" (Observer， Oct. 1， 1989).20 1 am not quite 

sure of the statistics Umberto Eco compiled without giving any evidence.21 And yet， 

錨 tothe lack of fam出aritywith the terms of the 'fictional agreement，' Umberto 

Eco's observation seems to be fully confirmed. In secularized‘modern' Western 

societies， a piece of literature cannot constitute any blasphemy or defamation to the 

honor of a person so far as the piece belongs to出ecategory of fiction. Still the 

Rushdie affair brought to the fore the fact出atthis ‘fictional agreement' was far 

金'Omacceptable to many Muslim populaces. At the beginning of this essay， we have 

pointed out a potential‘criminality' in the act of choosing arbitrarily one proper 

noun at出ecost of others. The question now is to ask the reason why in many Mus-

lim countries evoking proper nouns of the Qur'an， like“'Aisha" or “Mahound" was 

民gardedas a literally criminal act in the case of the Rushdie affair. 

In his remarkable essay， La Fictionか'oublante:De 1'01なz加 enpartage (1994)， Feti Ben-
slama raises a fundamental question about the rel泊 onshipbetween fiction and reali町・

τbe喧ctionalagreement，' to use Umberto Eco's terminology， tolerates a fiction be-

cause it is nothing but a fiction. Despite its claim of privileging literature as an inviol-

able human right， however，血isacceptance of literature as a fiction minimizes in 

詑a1itythe latent and ‘real' power inherent in literature. In fact， privileging literature as 

a 5戸nbolof freedom of expression reduces a piece of literature into a mere propa-

ganda machine of a certain ideology for the pu中oseof dogmatic struggle. Defend-

a Unberto Eco，“Rushdie Aff:幻r，"Observer， Oct. 1， 1989. The text is quoted by Ruthvan 1990: 160 
and also by Reda Bensmaia through French translation in Pour Rushdie 1993:93 The passage is 
also analysed by Feti Benslama 1994: 30; 1994b: 25. 

21 According to the minor editor， Shinsensha， mainly specialized in acadernic publica包onsof 
religious studies， it is reported that around 20.000 copies had been sold when Igarashi was 
assassinated. And出iswas almost synonimous to a commercial failure in the ]apanese market 
hセingfrom出ecommission fee)・Ina coun町 wheremillion sellers were not rare in the 1980s， 

and where each of the three ‘quality papers' were enjoying more出an5 million subscribers， the 
score of 50.000 inhabitants indicated by Eco as出elegitimate‘novel readers' is at least 
statistically baseless， if not entirely deprived of symbolic significance (fhis statement is based on 
my personal conversation wi出 UmbertoEco in Bologna in 1995). 
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~hich had remained in the realm lying beyond the verbal articulation). The ‘crimi-

戸lity'of God Almighty， who committed rumself (limitle民 byde白nition)to rustory 

'lwhich is inevitably limited in出neand space) theologically guarantees the sacred 

uniqueness of出eHoly Scripture， dic削 edto出eProphet 

According to Benslama，出e‘criminality'of Salman Rushdie resides in the fact 

也atby re住acing出eoriginal prophecy in a negative image， The Satanic Verses induced 

people to awaken ~eir. suspic~on ~b~~t. the 官ctitiousness'of the origin. (Benslama 

1994b: 34---44). And出iswas by definition a sacrilege. In this essay， 1 have chosen 

I2arasru. Igarasru chose Rushdie， and Rushdie had chosen Muhammad as a model for 

hls fiction. But it was not Muhammad who chose God. The Islamic theology insists 

on the fact出atit was God who chose Muhammad as rus beloved prophet. If Mu-

bammad had ‘chosen' God， it would have been a Supreme Crime of sacrilege， since 

dle QUf'み wouldthen have lost its claim to sacred au出orityas the Holy Scripture. 

Here lies the ultimate fissure (‘clivage' or fault line)23 human beings are not allowed to 

.CfQSS or overstep. And Rushdie's“crir也nali句"consisted in breaking the taboo by 

，to，nsgressing出isimpassable limit separa出19the human realm from出atof God. 

The ‘criminality' of choosing， wruch (as we have defined it at出ebeginning) is a 

.ddiberate ass凶 nptionof inevitable arbitrariness， now turns out to be directly touch-

ing upon出ecore of monotheism. In a Christian context， it wo叫dbe叫 ed出e

O噌nalSin，' but this notion does not exist in Islam. In出eJewish tradition， it has 
been forbidden to name what ‘should not be named' by anyone， for it would reduce 
a limitless entity into limited existence， a‘choice' strictly reserved to the will of God 
Almighty. Isn't出isact -to reduce what is timeless and limitless into a limited being 

confined in a certain time and in a defmed space -literally and etymologically a 

desecration and profanation? Trus sacrifice constitutes sacrilege. And the sacrilege 

demands sacrifice for compensation. 

It is in出isstrict sense出atHitosru Igarasru was chosen by God as a privileged 

sacrifice for the compensation of the sacrilege made by出eSatanic V加は(Thehead-

q凶 ttersof the Pakistani Muslim Association in Japan publicly recogr世zedthe fact by 

saying that “Igarasru was punished by God'').24 And it would underestimate our Japa-

nese住anslatorif we failed to recognize the fact出atHitosru Igarasru was fully aware 

of the whole mechanism of the ‘crirninality'， i.e. violation of the sacredness of the 

prophecy， as we have just outlined. Indeed， the title of the book he was planning to 
write at the time of rus assassination was The 5伽 tllreof Prophの・ Igarasruwas saying: 

“Etymologically， criticism stems from krIno， an act of choosin島Tochoose the best at 

the risk of one's own life and under one's own responsib出tywas what Odysseus did 

before rus long voyage. The criticism is a critical act in the crisis." (1983: 4; 

" 
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ing literature from political and religious‘abuse' amounts to admitting that literature is 

innocuous and harmless， thereby undermining its potential impact. 
What is more， the people who started rioting (even if the riots had been pro-

voked by political manipulations) had refused or were q山tesimply unable to read 

the novel. Trus fact reveals the formidable power which a fiction is capable of exer-

cising on the social reality (at the profit of some sectors of politicians and religious 

ideologues). In the face of出isplain fact， the question as to whether Rushdie was a 

criminal or not， or whether rus novel was blasphemous or harmless loses its validity. 
It is rather the categorical refusal of reading The Satanic Verses， and the anger it pro-
voked among many believers出atmust be taken seriously. Feti Benslama recognizes 

m 出isformidable “real effect" (“effet de reel'') the truth that fiction is capable of 

endangering even the life of its author himself.22 Fiction here reveals itself as refus-

ing to be kept apart from outer realities and violates the protected belt of the 官c-

tional agreement.' The fact出atRushdie's novel could constitute a real ‘crime' testi-

fies to the initial power of literature， the ‘power' (“Macht" in Nietzsche) wruch we 

have re-defined as‘criminali町， (which lies “Beyond Good and Evil"). 

In the modern era， however， literature seems to have lost its dangerous power of 

mob出zingpeople directly for political or religious action. At the cost of obt氾ningits 

freedom of expression， literature seems to have been confined to the realm of fiction， 

thereby losing its potential power of endangering出esociety as well as its au出or.To 

put it ano出erway， it may be said出atliterature was dwarfed or atroprued and thereby 

segregated from the realm of religion and confined to an artificial playground so as to 

harmlessly enjoy the p民 viouslygiven freedom. In exchange to出epermission出atyou

are allowed to write whatever you want so far as you respect出e喧cロonalagreement，' 

you are now satisfied wi出 aftctional '仕eedom'wruch is guaranteed only within the zone 

of‘literature.' Trus separation of literature from religion is a de白首位onof ‘modernity' 
in Western societies， as Harold Bloom has demonstrated on many occasions. 

What was revealed，出en，出roゆ theRushdie affair， was not so much白山me

of the Islam in its degradation as出ecorruption of Western societies. It is in a socie町

where literature can no longer cons包回teany scandal or crime，出at出eawful power 

originally possessed by the literature has been shamelessly confiscated and eventually 

destroyed. In this sense， the blasphemy Rushdie was blamed for cannot be regarded 
as a disgrace Islam should be ashamed of， but ra由民出e‘crime'he committed adds 

to出eglory of Islam. It is to出is出atRushdie is deeply inscribed. 
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7. Origin and Sacrilege 

The origin of Islam is a kind of ‘origination' through wruch God's utterance was 

transmitted to human beings. It was thanks to God's arbitrary but merciful ‘choice' 

of an Arab named Muhammad that human beings could have access to the QlIr'an 23 As mentioned earlier these are the key-terms used by Franco Moretti 2000. 
24 A public statement by Rais Shidikki， President of the Association of Pakistanis in ]apan. 

Reported in the weekly， Shukan Bunshun， Aug. 15-22， 1991， p. 185， as well as in Shuukan Asahi， 

]uly 26，1991， p. 34. Translation is mine. 
22 Benslama 1994b: 27. 
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1984: 176)25 Evidently， to have chosen Salman Rushclie's Satanic Verses in full aware-

ness of出e5.加ctureof Pゆかり，inQurみ wasa “critical act in crisis" for Igarashi and 

he claimed his own critical responsib出tyby his choice of a‘criminal novel.' Critical 

responsib出tyis出esynonym of the ‘crir由nali町， we defined. 

History shows from the Ages of prophets and philosophers出at出e町lportant
task of intellectuals was to perceive出ecrisis and give warning of it. To回 cognizea 
crisis seems to be one of the essential characteristics of knowledge. But history al-
so shows in many cases出atsuch intellectuals risked and lost their lives because of 
their knowledge. (Igarashi 1984: 4; Igarashi 1991: 158--8)26 

Igarashiもreadinessof assuming responsib出町wasalso a manifestation of his “nega-
tive capab温厚"Thus， our Japanese translator of the Satanic 1/令rsessearched for free-

dom in suffering for a work of literature and tried to legitimize the 丘eedomof 

suffering as an essential aspect at出ecore of the Islamic prophecy. 

Guided by his own mystical conviction of Islamic religious practice to which he 

passionately chose to devote himself， Hitoshi Igarashi chose Salman Rushclie's Satanic 

Verses. Through血isdecision， the Japanese translator seems to have occupied a legiti-

mately“singular position" at出emargin of the “geometric locus of the Islamic mys-

tical thought，" (Igarashi 1986: 218; cf. Igarashi 1990: 89) where the poets， philoso-
phers and mystics searched for the住aceof cli百nityin their own sufferings as a proof 

of， and in token of， their separation from God. As it is put in the 50昭 ofthe Reed' 

Every one who is left far from his Source 
Wishes back the time when he was united wi出 IT.27

And Igarashi Hitoshi， 1 believe， is now lying in the bosom of his own Source， eter-

nally united with God Almighty. 

25 In both cases Igarashi gives出esame expression. The translation is mine. 
26 Once again， Igarashi consciously repeats key terms. The transla白onis mine. 
27 From Rumi， Mathnawi-ye MaCnawi. Igaashi泡 owntranslation from the Persan original into 

]apanese is in Inagarshi 1986: 219. Here the quote in Engish is from R.A. Nichoslon's 
translation. Nicholson 1926. 1 capitalizes here ‘Source' and ‘IT' so as to specify出econtext. 
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Hans G. Kippenberg 

From Shute Rituals to Revolution in Iran 1978/79 

Components of a Tradition of Performance 

Visua1s of a Revolution 

During the revolution in Iran 1978/79 the International Press agencies distributed 

S館副1gephotos-One photograph shows a young demonstrator holding his bloody 

hands defiantly aloft (白g.1)・Onanother photo a shirt stained wi出 bloodis shown， 

a1legedly belonging to a demonstrator shot dead by出etroops of the Shah (白g.2)・
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F屯.1: Press photo， distibJ市 dりUPlonJanuaヮ31，1979.1 

For the participants of these events the meaning of these acts was less strange 

(Fischer， ch. 5 and 6; Keddie， Roots of Revolution 239-258; Tilgner 110ー132)・Hands

or shirts stained with blood are known from the Shute mourning practices and recall 

the fate of Imam Husain and his f:但出向1followers during the days in Karbala in 680 

A.D./ 61 A.H.， when the small group of steadfast believers had been encircled by the 

1 Reproduced in (Kippenberg 247). The caption reads:“Demonstrator displays bloodied hands 
af注目 Army troops opened fire on crowds protesting a massive military display in central Tehran 
1/31 on the eve of the return of the Ayatollah Khomeini from 15 years of exile." A similar 
scene is found on a photo in (Chelkowski and Dabashi 110)・




